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MEMBERS QUERIES 
 
ITALIAN EXHIBITION PERFIN   by D.K. Andersen, Australia. 
 

Wanted — information about the Italian Exhibition perfin RFPU - 46. 
The only reference that I have been able to locate (via Perfin Abstracts) is  
from the SEPS Bulletin May/June 1974 Page 2 indicating that it stands for 
RIUNIONE FILATELICA PRIMAVERILE VENEIANA 1946 and originates 
from a philatelic exhibition held in Venezia in May 1946. 
 
ELABORATE   DESIGN     by W. J. Hanson. 
 

Bill Hanson has sent the photocopy of this elaborate perfin design.  
It is on a Q.V. Jubilee 2½d S.G.201.  The postmark is BEESTON-NOTTS and  the 
perfin is H/&Co/Ld.  There are 133 holes and the whole design is 21mm high.  
It is illustrated, very faintly, in the Edwards Cat. as H1580.01 but is not  
in Tilles.  Has anyone any more information about this one? 

 

 

 
 

 
 
A NEW CORPORATION of SHEFFIELD PERFIN 
 

ROBERT ROWE has sent this unusual perfin to see if anyone can come up 
with any other information.  It is as C6760.03 but with the extra hole out of 
alignment in the S.  It is on a 13p pale chestnut with centre phosphor band. 

 
 Tony Edwards thinks it is an intentional control pin hole but if so,  
he has no previous record of such use by the City of Sheffield.  Sheffield  
perforate their own stamps, using a hand operated Jean Sauven machine which 
perforate across twelve stamps at once.  Living in Sheffield, about 8 years  
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ago I went into the Treasurers Department to look at this machine.  They 
perforated a sheet of paper for me and looking at this now, there is no sign  
of the extra dot.  Any other ideas? 

-------------------------------------- 
 
ANOTHER G W R  QUERY 
 

The article in Bulletin 241 Page 11 prompted MARTIN KNIGHT to write  
and supply a GWR perfin for illustration.  The stamp is a 1d lilac Revenue 
perfinned GR/W G4350.02 (not sideways as the 241 article).  However, this  
stamp is overprinted sideways on the face side "G.W.R./28th, Feby.,/l877.   
After examining the stamp, I would say that it is a professionally printed  
overprint, not a handstamp.  The stamp bears no cancellation - fiscal or  
postal.   Mr. Knight has spent much time researching the date 28-2-77,  thinking  
it could have been a share date etc. for the railway stock,  but has had no  
success in linking the date with any event in the history of the company. 

 
Mr. Knight asks the following:- 

1. Is this perfin common on other revenue issues? 
2. Is this overprint well known? 
3. Does the overprint exist but with other dates? 
4. Does anyone know the significance of the date? 
5. Does the overprint exist on other stamps with this or other GWR perfins? 
6. Has anyone any evidence of usage by having a complete document? 
 

 
 
The day after I prepared the above article, another similar photo- 
copy came by post.  BRIAN SMITH too wondered about a share call - this date 
being July 14th 1876.  Perhaps the specialist collectors in the newly formed  
Br. Commercial Overprint Study Circle can shed some light on the matter. 




